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ABSTRACT  

 

Network is an interconnection of several nodes which are connected all together in order to 

communicate with each other. Generally networks are categorized into two types based on the 

usage like wired networks and wireless networks. Wireless sensor networks are the nodes which 

are spatially distributed to monitor the physical and environmental changes. All wireless sensor 

networks are built of "nodes" from a range of few to several hundreds or even thousands, where 

each node is connected to one sensor. There were some issues while using wsn like data mislead 

or un-authorized data access, this was happened because of its open nature. So in this paper we 

have implemented a new concept called as Hop-by-Hop message authentication where server 

will generate a message authentication code for the data which is to be sent as well as for the 

users who participate in routing. Almost there was many message authentication schemes 

implemented in wsn by using public key or private key cryptography, but they all failed in 

achieving the security for communication data. In this paper we initially designed a power 

model, and try to validate them using some routers .Here we applied RMI (Remote Method 

Invocation) technique for initializing the router logic as well as we applied socket programming 

to check the efficiency of nodes during data transfer. By conducting various experiments on our 

proposed protocol, our experimental results clearly tell that this proposed protocol is very 

efficient in avoiding a lot of traffic delay during data transmission. 

 

Key Words:  Hop-by-Hop Routing, Socket Programming, RMI, Message Authentication, 

Wireless Communication.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In recent years the internet has gained a lot of popularity by gaining users attention 

towards it. As internet is used for almost all types of applications for communicating over two or 

more than nodes, there were a lot of problems that creates disruption of a link in central parts of a 

network. The ability to identify the potential failure in the network and recover from failures has 

always been a central design goal in the Internet [1]. IP networks are intrinsically robust, since 

IGP routing protocols like OSPF are designed to update the forwarding information based on the 

changed topology after a failure. The main problem with data transmission through a wireless 

sensor network is data is not having high level of authentication during transmission [2],[3],[4]. 

Hence there was a lot of message authentication techniques developed in order to provide 

security for the data during transmission [5]. 

 

Generally to provide security for the data which is to be transferred, a new security 

domain was evolved which is called as Cryptography. In cryptography, a message authentication 

code (MAC) is a short piece of information used to authenticate a message -- in other words, this 

MAC is used for providing data security along with integrity on the message. In MAC integrity 

is the process of finding accidental and intentional message changes during communication, 

while authenticity confirms whether message has reached to valid destination and also it has 

received from valid source. Message Authentication algorithm sometimes also known as keyed 

hash algorithm, where this will generate a hash key for each and every message during 

authenticity. For generating this MAC codes it will take an arbitrary length of message from the 

sender and it will process a unique hash key for the receiver based on the session value. The 

MAC value protects both a message's data integrity as well as its authenticity, by allowing 

verifiers (who also possess the secret key) to detect any changes to the message content.  

 

In most people‘s minds, privacy is the major goal associated to cryptography. But 

message authentication technique is treated even more important. Indeed you may or may not 

care if some particular message you send out stays private, but you almost certainly do want to 

be sure of the originator of each message that you act on. Message authentication is what which 

gives you that guarantee. Message authentication allows one party—the sender—to send a 

message to another party— the receiver—in such a way that if the message is modified en route, 

then the receiver will almost certainly detect this.  

 

Message authentication is also called data-origin authentication. Message authentication 

is said to protect the integrity of a message, ensuring that each message that it is received and 

deemed acceptable is arriving in the same condition that it was sent out—with no bits inserted, 

missing, or modified. Here we‘ll be looking at the shared-key setting for message authentication 

(remember that message authentication in the public-key setting is the problem addressed by 

digital signatures)[8],[9]. In this case the sender and the receiver share a secret key, K, which 

they‘ll use to authenticate their transmissions. We‘ll define the message authentication goal and 

we‘ll describe some different ways to achieve it. As usual, we‘ll be careful to pin down the 

problem we‘re working to solve and we can see the representation of MAC in figure 1. 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptography
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Message_authentication
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_integrity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Message_authentication
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FIGURE. 1. REPRESENTS THE SAMPLE ILLUSTRATION OF MESSAGE 

AUTHENTICATION CODE 

 

As we all know that if we take example of the internet, routers and switches plays a very 

important role for working of the internet and it is of huge energy consumption. Now a day‘s we 

can see high performance routers, deployed for the internet establishment which obviously 

consumes a large amount of energy from the network. For example, a Cisco CRS-1 router can 

draw about one MegaWatt under full configuration, 10,000 times more than a PC. By 2010, 

5,000 Cisco CRS-1 routers were deployed.1 facing such high energy consumption, there are 

many studies for energy conservation of the [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]. 

 

In this paper, we mainly find the new term like ―green‖ routing where we do not prune 

the Internet topology. A key observation that makes this possible is that the energy consumption 

for packet delivery can be different in different traffic volumes. Therefore, we can select paths 

that consume less power while delivering traffic. Intrinsically, this is caused by technologies 

including trunking (or bundled links) [15], [16] and adaptive link rates (ALR) [17], [18]. 

Trunking, standardized in IEEE 802.1AX, refers to the fact that a logical link in the Internet 

often reflects multiple physical links (e.g., a 40 Gbps link may consist of four 10 Gbps links) and 

when traffic volume is less, less physical links can be used and less energy is consumed. ALR is 

an ethernet technology where link rate and power dynamically scale with traffic volume. As 

such, even without changing the topology (i.e., by switching routers into sleeping mode), energy 

consumption can still vary greatly given different routings that result in different traffic volume 

on the paths. Intrinsically, our work shows that there can be more refined control than an on-off 

(0-1) control of the routers in energy conservation. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

 

In this section we will mainly discuss about the related work that was carried out in order 

to prove the performance of our proposed Green Internet routing and mainly we discuss about 

the on message authentication and privacy issues that are related to message authentication. Now 

let us discuss about that in detail. 

 

CRYPTOGRAPHY TECHNIQUES 

 

Cryptography or cryptology is the process of providing security for the data from the 

adversary nodes during communication over network. It takes two functions into practice: one is 

encryption and other is decryption. Encryption is the process of converting plain text into cipher 

text which can‘t be readable by any un-authorized user and the process of converting cipher text 

into plain text is known as decryption in which data can be viewed by the valid receiver who 

substitutes the identity. Cryptography have came into existence from  past many years with a lot 

of computation, modern cryptography is heavily based on mathematical theory and computer 

science practice; making such algorithms hard to break in practice by any adversary. It is 

theoretically possible to break such a system, but it is infeasible to do so by any known practical 

means. These schemes are therefore termed computationally secure; theoretical advances, e.g., 

improvements in factorization algorithms, and faster computing technology require these 

solutions to be continually adapted. There exist information-theoretically secure schemes that 

provably cannot be broken even with unlimited computing power—an example is the one-time 

pad—but these schemes are more difficult to implement than the best theoretically breakable but 

computationally secure mechanisms[6]. 

 

HASH  BASED  MESSAGE AUTHENTICATION CODES 

 

In  cryptography, one among the best methods is a keyed-hash message authentication 

code (HMAC) .This is a specific construction for calculating a message authentication 

code (MAC) which involves a cryptographic hash function in combination with a 

secret cryptographic key. This HMAC is used to verify the message integrity and also the 

authentication of the message. Generally for calculating the HMAC function we can use any of 

the two cryptographic hash functions like MD5 or SHA-1.If MD5 algorithm is used for 

generating the MAC we termed it as HMAC-MD5, and if the hash function is generated by 

SHA1 then it is termed as HMAC-SHA1 accordingly. Generally the strength of any 

cryptographic algorithm like HMAC depends upon the cryptographic strength of the underlying 

hash function, the size of its hash output, and on the size and quality of the key[7]. An iterative 

hash function breaks up a message into blocks of a fixed size and iterates over them with 

a compression function. Generally if we consider an example to differentiate the block size of 

HMAC, they generally operate on 512-bit blocks. The size of the output of HMAC is the same as 

that of the underlying hash function (128 or 160 bits in the case of MD5 or SHA-1, respectively), 

although it can be truncated if desired. 
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_theoretic_security
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One-time_pad
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One-time_pad
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Message_authentication_code
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Message_authentication_code
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Message_authentication_code
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptographic_hash_function
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptographic_key
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MD5
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SHA-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptographic_strength
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/One-way_compression_function
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FIGURE 2.REPRESENTS THE HMAC GENERATION BY USING                                        

SHA-1 HASH ALGORITHM 

 

From the above figure 2, we can clearly get an idea of how the hash function is generated  

for the message which is transmitted between sender and receiver. Generally SHA1 takes input 

parameter as data and it will generate a hexa decimal code at the sender side. Once the message 

has been transmitted through the network to the receiver side, the message will be in a encrypted 

manner and it is authentic. So if user wants to decrypt the data he should substitute his  identity  

so that then the data will be decrypted. 
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FIGURE 3.REPRESENTS THE EXAMPLE OF AN GREEN ROUTING WITH      

TRUNK LINKS 

 

For distributed or hop-by-hop energy efficient routing approaches, Green OSPF [6] is 

proposed to aggregate traffic and switch the network components into sleep mode. However, to 

achieve good performance, a centralized algorithm [7] is still needed to assign sleeping links. 

ESACON [8] is proposed to collaboratively select sleeping links with special connectivity 

properties. Routing paths are then computed after these links are removed. A set of fully 

distributed approaches is proposed in [9] and [10], which collects global traffic information and 

aggregates traffic to switch appropriate network components into sleep mode. There is a set of 

other works [11], [12], [13], [14] with various considerations. These works use sleep mode to 

save energy. A hop-by-hop approach that does not use sleep mode is proposed in [15]. The 

approach considers a power model similar to the speed scaling model, which does not capture the 

properties of trunking. Further, the routing protocol needs to be changed largely, e.g., multipath 

needs to be supported which is clearly represented in above figure 3. 

 

III. PROPOSED GREEN HOP-BY-HOP ROUTING ALGORITHM 

 

In this section we will find out the proposed Green HR Algorithm that was used in 

current thesis in order to achieve the loop free traffic during data transmission. 

  

PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE 

 

We now study hop-by-hop green routing (Green-HR). We first propose a path weight and 

a baseline algorithm Dijkstra-Green-B to achieve loop-free. We then study some intrinsic 
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relationships between link weights and power consumption, and develop an advanced algorithm 

Dijkstra- Green-Adv that improves energy conservation. 
 

 
DIJKSTRA-GREEN-B ALGORITHM 
 

A Dijkstra-oriented algorithm can then be developed to achieve loop-free hop-by-hop 

routing.A preliminary observation is that though we cannot choose the ―greenest‖ paths, for 

energy conservation from the whole network point of view, we should not choose a path that is 

too long either, since it accumulatively consumes more energy. 
 

 
 

The computation complexity of Dijkstra-Green-B is the same as that of the standard 

Dijkstra in the worst case, i.e., O(|E| + |V| log |V|). However, the algorithm can stop once the 

path from s to d is finished so the complexity in the best case is O(1). Note that Dijkstra-Green-B 

computes the routing for one destination. However, routings of different destinations are 

independent from each other, so parallel processing can be used to accelerate the computing. We 

can expect that the running time is less than that of Dijkstra. 
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Now we can see the algorithm 2 with some modifications that was done when compared 

with algorithm 1.Now let us discuss about that in detail as follows: 
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION  PHASE 

 
Implementation is the stage where the theoretical design is converted into 

programmatically manner. In this stage we will divide the application into a number of modules 

and then coded for deployment. We have implemented the proposed concept on Java 

programming language with JSE as the chosen language in order to show the performance this 

proposed Hop-by-Hop Green Routing Algorithm. The front end of the application takes Java 

Swings, AWT and Socket Programming and as a Back-End Data base we took RMI as the back 

end database. The application can be executed either on a single PC or it can be executed on 

multiple PC‘s all connected over a LAN. The application is divided mainly into following 4 

modules. They are as follows: 

 

1. System Construction Module 

2. Router Operation 

3. Power Modeling 

4. Routing Dynamics 

1. SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION MODULE 

In the first module, we develop the system with the system with the entities required to 

implement and evaluate the proposed model. We develop the system with entities: Data Node, 

Nodes and Bank Node. The system is developed; such that the data node has the feature of 

uploading any dataset values in it and we developed it by uploaded excel file dataset for it. The 

Nodes are developed with the Socket programming concept and ―n‖ number of nodes can be 

created by the user. The nodes can be name such that: N0, N1, N2…Nn. The Bank nodes has the 

option of getting the user query and processing it through the Nodes as routers and display the 

results from the Data Node. 
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2. ROUTER OPERATION MODULE 

In this module, we develop the Router Operation process. Our objective is to model the 

relationship between link power consumption and traffic volume. We first present the router 

operation backgrounds and our modeling details. Then we use simulations and experiments to 

validate our modeling. A link between two routers is physically connected with two line cards, 

and the line cards consume the majority power of the routers. We thus use link power 

consumption to abstract the power consumption of the line cards. 

 

3. POWER MODELING MODULE 

 
The power model we proposed is based on analysis and measurements on real routers. 

Similar results are reported in a recent independent work. The main difference we made is the 

stair-like behavior when line cards in a trunk link can be switched off individually. Again, we 

emphasize that we focus on network layer devices (routers) in this paper. Although routers made 

by different vendors have different power consumptions, we believe that the stair-like 

relationship between power consumption and traffic holds for modern routers that operate in a 

modular fashion. 

 

4. ROUTING DYNAMICS MODULE 

 

The traffic in a network changes much frequently than the topology does. This may lead 

to frequent routing computations in Green-HR, which may incur routing oscillations. 

Furthermore, transient routing micro-loops may be incurred. Such loops may only be induced 

during the process of routing convergence, and are different from that induced by a link weight 

structure which is not isotonic. It is natural to discuss such routing dynamics of Green-HR. 

Routing oscillations may be incurred when the traffic on a path is affected by a routing 

computation, and this traffic change in turn affects the path weight and triggers another routing 

computation. We show that Green-HR does not have such a situation. For Dijkstra-Green-B, the 

path weight is determined by a virtual traffic volume. However, we can use the average traffic 

volume of a long period to weaken the affection of current routing change and avoid a routing 

oscillation. 
 

V. RESULT ANALYSIS 

 
In this section we mainly describe about the result analysis at the end of our application. 

Here we can see the Main window that clearly represents data node Window which has the 

facility to upload the file into the server. So for uploading a file into the server the data node 

window should select the browse button and then it need to choose a valid excel file because as 

we need to retrieve the data in the form of tabular manner. Here the data node has chosen a excel 

file with name bank.xls ,where in that excel file we can find the customer details like customer 

name, branch name, account type, balance and so on. So with this feature we can try to upload 

the details of all the customers who are available in the database. 
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From the below window we can clearly find out that the intermediate nodes that are 

available between the main server and the data node. Here the intermediate nodes are used for 

sending query to the main server and process the response to the user who need the valid data. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we finally designed and evaluated the performance of the Green HR 

algorithm, also known as Hop-by-Hop Green routing in order to reduce the traffic delay between 

the intermediate nodes during data transferring. We presented a new power model that 

discriminates the  relationship between total volume of the data that cause traffic and the total 

power  that was consumed in order to process the data. We verified our proposed model using 

real time experiments that was done on LAN network using RMI technique. We proposed a hop-

by-hop approach and progressively developed algorithms that guarantee loop-free routing, 

substantially reduce energy footprint in the Internet, and jointly consider QoS requirements such 

as path stretch. By conducting various experiments on our proposed protocol, our experimental 

results clearly tell that this proposed protocol is very efficient in avoiding a lot of traffic delay 

during data transmission. 
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